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PSA CONDUCTS 2022 LABOR FORCE SURVEY (LFS) / 2021
FAMILY INCOME AND EXPENDITURE SURVEY (FIES) VISIT 2
PREPARED BY: MARYLYN F. CHIONG, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT III
The January 2022 Labor Force Survey/ 2021 Family Income and Expenditure Survey Visit 2 third
level training was conducted on 2-8 January 2022 at Hotel Essencia, Dumaguete City. The office
hired 3 Assistant Provincial Focal Persons and 53 statistical researchers. In hiring of SRs, an
assessment of their previous performances and work ethics served as a basis of knowing which
of them can handle the responsibility and complexity of the survey well. Thorough selection of
SRs plays a crucial role in meeting the expectations set and having good quality output.
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The official enumeration period is 10 January- 2 February 2022. Statistical Researchers were
given not more than twenty-one (21) mandays to complete their individual workload. There are
16 replicates with 97 sample EAs and 1.5 households as the standard output per day. The SRs
started with their respective areas on 10 January to make use of the time allotted and finish
before the given deadline. They are expected and responsible for covering the sample
households and gather information in par with the directions on the manual and training. With
utmost persistence and the strategies portrayed by the SRs in the field, the enumeration was
successfully done.
As a collective, Statistical Researchers showed their utmost dedication in making their
performances better as they familiarized the proper conduct of the survey. The process of
cleaning the data inputs on the tablets and editing the entries in all sample households that
includes

computations

transmitting

raw

and

on

the

clean

unit

price,

(edited)

quantity

data,

consumed

updating

of

SSU

and
and

value
other

consumed,
reports

the
were

accomplished before the given deadline. Thorough training, tests, mock interviews, and
willingness possessed by the Statistical researchers helped them portray strategies in solving
and dealing with the problems encountered in the field. Thus, bottlenecks were properly
handled. Needless to say, the operation is a success with the coordination, dedication and hard
work of the people behind this undertaking.
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PSA CONDUCTS PHILSYS PROVINCIAL LEVEL TRAINING
ON STEP 2 REGISTRATION (DISTRICT 2 AND 3)
Prepared by: Sarra E. Busio, Administrative Clerk
Following
the
PhilSys
Task
Force
Training on Step 2 Registration is the
Provincial Level Training on Step 2
Registration participated by the teams
from District 2 and 3 held in Dumaguete
City and the teams from District 1 that
was held in La Libertad, Negros Oriental.
For District 2 and 3, there were a total
of 56 participants. SuSS Maria Felida O.
Generoso actively facilitated the said
training with a support of the District 2
and 3 focal persons SS II Alberto Girasol
and
AS
Really
May
Alcantara,
respectively. With them were the newly
hired ISA I Karsten Tenaja and PhilSys
Administrative Clerk Sarra Busio. On the
first day of training, the Regional
Director of PSA RSSO VII Engr. Ariel E.
Florendo gave a heartfelt message to the
PhilSys personnel highlighting their
accomplishments last year despite the
pandemic. PSA Negros Oriental’s CSS,
Engr. Ariel T. Fortuito took over to give
a welcome message and encouraged the
teams to come up with strategies in
order to achieve the daily output and
the province’s workload as a whole.

The topic discoursed on the first day of
training were the Step 1 to 3 Registration
accomplishments for 2021, the 2022 PhilSys
Workload,

the

Registration

Overview,

Updated

Guidelines

Process
on

PhilSys

Forms and Supporting Documents, Screening
of

Supporting

Guidelines

Documents,

on

Collecting

Updated

Demographic

Information, Updated Guidelines on Capture
Biometric Information, Proper Capturing of
Biometric
Minors

Information

for

(fingerprints

and

Adults

and

irises)

and

Recommended Photobooth Setup to Capture
Quality Front Facing Photos, Data Privacy
and Security, Basic Cybersecurity: Protect
Yourself

Online

and

Health

of

training

and

Safety

Protocols.
Day

two

discussion
Tools,

about

Reports

started
and

Return-to-Sender

Reiteration

of

Feedback

Procedures.

SuSS

presentation

on

a

Monitoring

PhilIDs,
and

Generoso
Civil

with

and

Grievance
included

Registration

a
to

enhance the personnel’s knowledge about
the

supporting/alternate

documents

for

Step 2 registration. Another highlight was
the hands on demonstration conducted by
ISA

I

Tenaja

that

focused

on

regclient

installation and data gathering.

The third day of the training was a continuation of the hands on demonstration. The demo
covered the RegClient Application and Backup of RegClient and Data Packets. Also part of the
training is a short presentation of the Guidelines of PhilSys Payroll Processing. Enough time
was also given to address the concerns of the registration teams. In conclusion, the objectives
of the three-day training were met.
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PSA CONDUCTS WOMEN AND ICT
DEVELOPMENT INDEX SURVEY (WIDI 2022)
by: Harold Roy V. Infante, Statistical Specialist II
The WIDI is a commitment to the Asia Pacific Women's Information Network Center (APWINC)
in 2019 which mandates the conduct of a national survey on women and ICT. The WIDI aims to
enrich the domain of women and ICT by establishing key indicators that will capture the
situation of women focusing on aspects of the Digital Economy, ICT Access and ICT Usage that
are affecting women the most.
This Women and ICT Index Survey hopes to provide a more in-depth study of women and ICTs,
especially on documenting how ICTs are used to expand women’s social, economic, and
livelihood opportunities. It is believed that this survey will provide an added dimension for
women’s participation in the Digital Economy by providing data on workforce participation in
employment, livelihood, and entrepreneurship using ICTs and online digital platforms.

The office hired 2 Statistical Researchers namely: Glen Gayondato and Anthony Superales,
Provincial Focal Person SS II Harold Roy V. Infante.
Field operation was done from January 31 to February 26, 2022. Field data collection
completed last Feb 26, 2022. The clean data files were uploaded on 05 March 2022.
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PSA CONDUCTS COMMUNITY BASED MONITORING
SYSTEM (CBMS) DATA PROCESSING
by: Joana I. Ymalay, Registration Officer I
After undergoing preliminary processing in the Data Processing System Module 1
(DPS1), CBMS Household Profile Questionnaires and Maps will now undergo thorough
processing using Data Processing System Module 2 or DPS2 to ensure the highest quality
standards in the 2021 Pilot Community-Based Monitoring System (CBMS).
Data Processing System Module 2 (DPS2) officially started on 07 February 2022 with 13
Data Processors, 1 Shift Supervisor, and 1 Map Processor. Data Processors and Map
Processor underwent verification, scrutinization, completeness and consistency check
in all the CBMS questionnaires and maps. Processors also encoded entries from
questionnaires and forms administered via Paper and Pencil Interview (PAPI). In
addition, the Statistical Analyst also scrutinized BPQ responses via Computer-Aided
Web Interview (CAWI).
Data Processors, together with the Shift Supervisor, conducted Field Verification after
it was found out that one enumeration area was not completely enumerated by the
assigned Enumerator. Almost half of the total households in that EA were not
enumerated nor interviewed. So in order to have quality data for that EA, Data
Processors went back to the field and conducted enumeration for the households that
were not included during enumeration.
With all of these generated reports on frequency and consistency tables of the BPQ and
HPQ evaluated by the Data Processors, Map Processor, Statistical Analyst and
Information Systems Analyst I of PSA Negros Oriental Provincial Statistical Office, we
can submit data and map files, as well as other administrative forms to the RSSO/CO on
time.
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PSA CELEBRATES 32nd CIVIL REGISTRATION MONTH
Prepared by: Jocelyn T. Vera Cruz, Registration Officer II

MOTORCADE/KICK-OFF ACTIVITY
A motorcade was conducted on 02 February

THANKSGIVING MASS

2022 in connection to the celebration of the
32nd Civil Registration Month. The activity
was attended by the PSA regular personnel
and Contract of Service Workers (COSWs).
This motorcade was organized by the PSA
Negros Oriental and with the assistance of
the

Dumaguete

City

Traffic

Enforcement

personnel.
The route of the motorcade started from the
PSA Building to the National South Road to
the Lower Luke Wright, then to Sta. Rosa
Street going to National Highway, then to
Real Street down to Perdices Street, then
Silliman Avenue and back to Sta. Rosa, then
National Highway and Valencia Road, and
ends at the PSA Building.
A thanksgiving mass will be conducted after
the said motorcade.

As part of the opening ceremony of the 32nd
Civil

Registration

thanksgiving
Negros

mass

Oriental

Month
was

celebration,

conducted

Provincial

in

Office

on

a
PSA
02

February 2022. The mass was offered by Fr.
Enrique Balungag, parish priest from Roman
Catholic Church, Diocese of Dumaguete.
The

mass

personnel,
(COSWs),

was

attended

Contract
and

CRS

of

by

PSA

Service
Dumaguete

regular
Workers
Outlet

personnel. The mass lasted for an hour. This
activity aims to give spiritual mindset to all
the personnel in the exercise of the duties
and responsibilities for public service and for
the success of the month-long celebration of
the Civil Registration Month.
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LECTURE ON RA 9048, RA 10172, RA 11222
by: Josefa Linda V. Faburada- Admin Aide VI - COSW
In line with the 32nd Civil Registration Month Celebration, the Civil Registration
Section invited one of the local civil registrars of Negros Oriental in the person of
Mary Ann B. Vincoy, as a resource person talk about Republic Act 9048, RA 10172 &
RA 11222. Representatives from the Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA) were also
present. The talk would help in understanding the implementing rules and rules and
regulations of each Republic Act. This would also aid to the knowledge of the
grounds when to file petition for correction of first name under RA 9048 & clerical
errors under RA 9048/RA 10172, change of sex and birthdate under RA 10172. RA
11222 was also about granting the amnesty & rectification for simulated births of
children who are treated as their own of their adoptive parents.
The activity ended with the distribution of token and certificates to the resource
person and DFA representatives in the presence of Engr. Ariel T. Fortuito (CSS),
Maria Felida Generoso (SuSS) & Jocelyn T. Vera Cruz (RO II). The program was then
hosted by Ms. Sarra Busio, a Birth Registration Agent of the Civil Registration
Section.

QUIZ-BEE CONTEST
One

of

the

highly-anticipated

activity

during

the

32nd

Civil

Registration

Month

Celebration was the Quiz-Bee Contest. The main objective is to increase the learning
about civil registration and PSA Mission, Vision, Values and Corporate Personality
while having fun.
There

were

10

participants

for

the

contest

coming

from

the

different

departments/sections of PSA – Statistical Section, Civil Registration Section and CRS
outlet. Each participant was given an assigned number from 1 to 10 through draw lots
and was seated accordingly. They formed around a mini-circle each facing the flat
screen in front for fair viewing of the questions that will be flashed through PPT.
The Quiz-Bee has three rounds – Easy, Average and Difficult. The Easy Round was
composed of 10 questions equivalent to 2 points per item. The Average Round was
composed of 5 questions with 3 points each item and the Difficult Round with 3
questions each of 5 points per item. Michael Glenn Ancheta, a Birth Registration Agent
emerged as the Quiz-Bee Champion with an overall score of 41 points. The 2nd and 3rd
placer were determined through the Tie-breaker questions since both garnered a total
of 38 points. After a series of tie-breaker questions, still both scored the same points.
So, a toss-coin was played. Karsten Tenaja (ISA-I) and Jessica Culi were then declared
as

the

3rd

and

2nd

placer,

respectively.

The

winners

received

cash

prizes

and

certificates of recognition as well as the eliminated contestants for their participation.
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POSTER AND SLOGAN-MAKING CONTEST
Another activity that was held during the 32nd Civil Registration Month Celebration that
showcased the employees’ talent and creativity was the Poster and Slogan-Making
Contest anchored with the theme “Improving Civil Registration and Vital Statistics
Implementation Strategies Through Digital Transformation”. It has the same participants
with the Quiz-bee, still coming from Statistical section, Civil Registration section and CRS
outlet.
The panel of judges that were selected were Harold Roy Infante (SS II), Albert Girasol (SS
II), Joana I. Ymalay (RO I) and Crislor V. Flores (RO I). The official tabulator of scores
was Andrew Casuncad (Admin Clerk-PhilSys). After the participants were done with their
work, each were given 2 minutes to come in front and explain their drawing to the panel
of judges and to the rest of the audience.
The announcement of winners followed right after all the scores were tabulated. The
Poster and Slogan-Making Contest winner was Gelyn Salana (CBMS-Machine Processor)
with 91.75 %. The 2nd and 3rd placer were Michael Glenn Ancheta (Birth Registration
Agent) and Syra Entia (CBMS- Machine Processor) with 90.25 % and 89.25 %, respectively.
They all received cash prizes and certificate of recognition as well as the other
participants as a token of gratitude for their active participation.
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DISPLAY OF 32ND CIVIL REGISTRATION MONTH
STREAMER
by: Jocelyn T. Vera Cruz, Registration Officer II
Pursuant to Proclamation 682, the month of February of every year shall be celebrated as the
Civil Registration Month as affirmed by former President Corazon C. Aquino on the 28th of
January 1991. This year marks the 32nd Civil Registration Month carrying the theme
“Improving Civil Registration and Vital Statistics Implementation Strategies through Digital
Transformation.”
As support to this celebration and for information campaign, the Philippine Statistics
Authority – Negros Oriental Provincial Office displayed a streamer in its building façade. By
hanging this streamer for the whole month of February, PSA Negros Oriental aimed to raise
awareness and elicit support from the general public for the office’ undertakings and
thereby achieve the agency’s mission of delivering relevant, reliable statistics, efficient civil
registration services, and inclusive identification system.
In line with the Civil Registration Month celebration with the theme “Improving Civil
Registration and Vital Statistics Implementation Strategies through Digital Transformation”
the Local Civil Registry Offices of Sta. Catalina, Amlan, Sibulan, Mabinay, Guihulngan,
Bayawan and Canlaon City hung the CRM streamer in their respective offices in support to
the publicity effort of PSA in the conduct of the Civil Registration Month. Moreover, the
streamer was hung from the 1st to the 28th of February 2022.
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ONE-DAY COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING ON BARANGAY CIVIL
REGISTRATION SYSTEM (BCRS): HANDS-ON TOOL FOR EMPLOYMENT
& GOVERNANCE
by: Crislor V. Flores, Registration Officer I
The Office of the City Civil Registrar of
Canlaon,
in
coordination
with
the

There were four (4) representatives from PSA
Negros Oriental who acted as resource speakers

Philippine Statistics Authority – Negros
Oriental Provincial Office conducted a OneDay Comprehensive Training on Barangay
Civil Registration System (BCRS): Hands-on
Tool for Empowerment & Governance on 29

in the said training, namely: CSS Ariel T. Fortuito,
ROI Crislor V. Flores, Ms. Sarra E. Busio and Mr.
Ladislao B. Garnica Jr., both Birth Registration
Agents of PSA Negros Oriental.

March 2022 held in CMO Extension Bldg.,
City Hall, Canlaon City, Negros Oriental. It
was actively participated by the Barangay
Captains, kagawads, secretaries, and BCRS
agents of the different barangays in the
city.

The one-day comprehensive training aims to
teach the barangay secretaries and encoders on
how to process the data they have collected
during their BCRS survey operations conducted in
2021. Furthermore, it aims to educate them on the
importance of the BCRS data not only for their
respective barangays, but to their city as a whole.

The topics discussed during the training
include the following: Common Issues on
Civil Registration, Importance and Uses of
BCRS in Registration of Vital Events,
Effects of BCRS to LGU, BCRS processing of
Disaggregated data using MS Excel, and
Analysis/Consolidating of BCRS Data.

After the lecture, the different barangays were
asked to present their output, which is the
consolidation of their BCRS Form 2 data. Lastly,
an
open
forum
was
conducted
where
the
questions and concerns of the participants were
addressed by the resource speakers.

DATA DISSEMINATION FORUM ON CIVIL REGISTRATION AND VITAL
STATISTICS (CRVS) AND NATIONAL DEMOGRAPHIC AND HEALTH SURVEY
(NDHS)
Pursuant to Proclamation No. 227 s. 1988,

The

the Month of March is observed as Women’s

topics

Role

National

data from the 2017 National Demographic and

Women’s Month Celebration is also part of

Health Survey (NDHS) and Updates on Civil

the

Registration Laws. The Birth, Marriage, and

in

History

worldwide

Month.

The

observance

of

the

International Women’s Day (IWD).

data

dissemination

covering

forum

Statistics

on

focused
Vital

on

Events,

Death Statistics of the Philippines for the
year

2020

and

Vital

Statistics

of

Negros

The Philippine Statistics Authority – Negros

Oriental for 2021 was presented by Ms. Crislor

Oriental

up

V. Flores, Registration Officer I, while the

several activities to observe the month-long

NDHS statistics was discussed by Ms. Clan

celebration. One of which is the conduct of

Sherri C. Ferrando, Statistical Analyst. Lastly,

Data

the Updates on Civil Registration Laws was

Provincial

Office

Dissemination

has

Forum

lined

on

Civil

Registration and Vital Statistics (CRVS) and

given

National

Statistical Specialist of PSA Negros Oriental.

(NDHS)

Demographic
on

01:00PM

to

25

and

March

5:00PM

via

Health

2022

Survey

(Friday)

ZOOM.

by

Different

Negros

questions

virtually.

the

T.

Fortuito,

Chief

The last part of the activity was the Open
Forum

attended

Ariel

at

government agencies and private sectors in
Oriental

Engr.

forum

where
on

the
the

participants
data

asked

some

presented.

The

questions were answered by the three (3)
presenters.
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ATTENDANCE TO KASALANG BAYAN IN DUMAGUETE,
TANJAY, MABINAY, AND CANLAON CITY, NEGROS
ORIENTAL
by: Crislor V. Flores, Registration Officer I
On 15 February 2022, the Local Government of Dumaguete City conducted their annual
Kasalang Bayan in Pantawan People’s Park, Rizal Blvd., Dumaguete City, Negros Oriental.
There is a total of 184 couples who attended the said Kasalang Bayan, officiated by the City
Mayor Felipe Antonio “Ipe” Remollo.
Engr. Ariel T. Fortuito, Chief Statistical Specialist of PSA Negros Oriental was one of the
invited guests in the said event. It was also attended by the City Councilors, City Officials,
Gov. Roel R. Degamo of Negros Oriental, and 2nd District Congressman Manuel Sagarbarria.
Also, a highlight of the said event is the participation of the personality actor, Ian
Veneracion who serenaded the 184 couples and entertained the Dumaguetnons.
Dumaguete’s Kasalan ng Bayan was organized by the City Local Civil Registrar’s Office and
Special Events Unit of the City Mayor’s Office.
PSA also attended Kasalang Bayan in Tanjay, Mabinay, and Canlaon City, Negros Oriental,
respectively.
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Family Income and Expenditure Survey Visit 2 Data Processing
by: Marylyn F. Chiong, Administrative Assistant III
The

FIES

Visit

Training

was

February

2022.

data

Data

Processing

conducted

processors.

processors,

2

we

on

The

office

In

hiring

assessed

17-18

hired

and

of

13

data

looked

upon their previous performances and
attitude as bases of knowing which of

Machine processing activity started on 22
February 2022. Each processor was given
seven (7) to nine (9) EAs for them to
clean/process. There were many issues in
the system and therefore, a lot of problems
were
also
encountered
during
the
operation. A total of three (3) versions of
the DPS was used in the whole activity.

them are fitted for the role and can
handle the responsibility well.
The

FIES

workstation
Floor

of

Machine

was

the

located

PSA

Processing
at

Negros

the

3rd

Oriental

The data matching and data resources were
submitted on 16 March 2022, while the
excel data was submitted on 28 March
2022. Data were uploaded on 28 March
2022.

building.

PSA conducts Training for 2022 COS
by: Marylyn F. Chiong, Administrative Assistant III

Philippine Statistics Authority, Negros Oriental Provincial Office conducted their 2022
Commodity and Outlet Survey training on 22-25 March 2022 at Popsi’s House of Goodies,
Valencia. The office hired a total of thirteen (13) Statistical Researchers and one (1) Data
Processor with three (3) trainers, Ms. Marylyn F. Chiong – Administrative Assistant III,
Petronilo Parcon – Statistical Analyst, and, Normal Ricablanca – COSW.
The training was conducted in an ambient place fitted for the purpose. Accessibility of the
site is superb with guaranteed security and safety as it is situated along the highway of the
town proper. It was ably conducted by the trainers and well participated by the trainees. A
PSA Focal Person was even invited to discuss on the fishery commodity aspects of the survey.
Agricultural crops focal person was also present to discuss the crops commodities of the
survey.
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The concepts and definitions in the 2022 Commodity and Outlet Survey (COS) were discussed
and agreed upon during the training seminar. Key informants were referred to and asked to
discuss and clear out common misconceptions of some terms. Special concern was the
agricultural and fishery commodities that Agstat staff was asked to make a discussion of
some terms and names (English as found in the manual) against what is its local name,
particularly in the many diverse areas of the province to clear out and agree with all of the
trainees. Also, the gray areas or questions that were not answered was parked and reported
to the Central Office for clarification and resolution of the problem. Hence, Statistical
Researchers utterly understood the concepts and there were no misconceptions as the
training concluded.

DISPLAY OF 2022 FIRE PREVENTION MONTH STREAMER
by: Crislor V. Flores, Registration Officer I
Pursuant to Proclamation No. 115-A, signed by
then President Ferdinand E. Marcos, and
Proclamation No. 360 in 1986, the month of
March was declared as “Fire Prevention
Month” or “Burn Prevention Month.” This
campaign
promotes
safety
consciousness
among our people every day of the year as a
positive preventive approach to a problem
that can be solved by more caution, vigilance,
sobriety, exercise of common sense and
respect for the law.
As support to this celebration and for
information
campaign,
the
Philippine
Statistics
Authority
–
Negros
Oriental
Provincial Office displayed a streamer in
front of its building. The theme for this year
is “Sa Pag-iwas sa Sunog, Hindi ka Nag-iisa.”
The streamer will be hanged in the office for
the whole month of March.
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PSA CELEBRATES THE NATIONAL WOMEN'S MONTH 2022
by: Crislor V. Flores, Registration Officer I
DISPLAY OF 2022 NATIONAL WOMEN’S MONTH STREAMER
Pursuant to Proclamation No. 227 s. 1988, the
Month of March is observed as Women’s Role in
History Month. The National Women’s Month
Celebration is also part of the worldwide
observance of the International Women’s Day
(IWD). As support to this celebration and for
information campaign, the Philippine Statistics
Authority – Negros Oriental Provincial Office
displayed the 2022 National Women’s Month
streamer in front of the building.

COASTAL CLEAN-UP
In light of the 2022 National Women’s Month
Celebration, PSA Negros Oriental has lined up
several activities, one of which is the Coastal Cleanup in Siliman Beach, Bantayan, Dumaguete City.
Prior to the clean-up, a courtesy call with the
Barangay
Captain
and
Barangay
Officials
of
Bantayan was made. An instruction such as proper
segregation of waste was given.
The highlight of this activity is the coastal clean-up
itself that lasted for approximately one hour and
thirty minutes. What seemed to be a common
activity turned out to be a fulfilling one for the
participants both male and female seeing that the
beach where the clean-up took place looked more
pleasant to the eyes. It is a public beach area that
accommodates a number of people wanting to swim,
celebrate an occasion, etc., with it being cleaned
that day means it has become a more suitable place
for such purposes. Having contributed that way, the
participants found the activity fulfilling.
In essence, this is what the 2022 National Women’s
Month Celebration about. The nation recognizes the
women’s valuable role in society and proves that
inclusive and sustainable development is only
possible when gender equality becomes obtainable.
It emphasizes our collective effort, collaboration
and participation to ensure that a woman will not
be left behind in the pursuit to change and in
attaining and celebrating small to big victories.

In
this
year’s
National
Women’s
Month
Celebration theme: “WE Make Change Work for
Women”, WE stands for Women’ Empowerment
and it also means “kami/tayo” in Filipino. This
only means that all Filipinos, whether man or
woman, can be partners for accelerating gender
parity, strengthening the implementation of
Magna Carta of Women, and making change
work for women. For this year, the campaign,
“Agenda ng Kababaihan, Tungo sa Kaunlaran” is
set to include women’s concerns in the
government agenda and enabling more women
to implement and at the same time, demand
programs and services that can bring the
country closer to narrowing the gender gaps
and moving towards sustainable and equitable
development.

“SERBISYO PARA KAY JUANA”: GIVING OF SMALL GIFTS
TO WOMEN CLIENTS
In line with celebration of the 2022 National
Women’s Month, Memorandum Circular No. 2022-01
was issued by the Philippine Commission on Women
(PCW) to its stakeholders to provide a general guide
for the celebration.
As one of the suggested activities for the 2022
National Women’s Month Celebration set by the PCW,
the PSA Negros Oriental Provincial Office has
adopted the “Serbisyo para kay Juana” activity
where the office gave special treats, specifically
cupcakes/mammon and face mask to women and girl
clients in the PSA Provincial Office and Dumaguete
CRS Outlet during the International Women’s Day
celebration on 08 March 2022.
The office prepared the small gifts with a
customized card showing the NWMC theme and
greeting from PSA Negros Oriental. This activity
aims to show appreciation to all the women for their
various contributions in the society.
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ESSAY WRITING CONTEST

Pursuant to Proclamation No. 227 s. 1988, the
Month of March is observed as Women’s Role
in History Month. The National Women’s Month
Celebration is also part of the worldwide
observance of the International Women’s Day
(IWD).

Pursuant to Proclamation No. 227 s. 1988, the
Month of March is observed as Women’s Role in
History Month. The National Women’s Month
Celebration is also part of the worldwide
observance of the International Women’s Day
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The Philippine Statistics Authority – Negros
Oriental Provincial Office conducted several
activities for the month-long celebration. One
of which is the Film Showing done on 31 March
2022 at 01:00PM to 3:00PM, which was
actively participated by the employees and
OJTs of the office.

One of its identified activities to support the
month-long celebration is the conduct of an
Essay Writing Contest on 31 March 2022, from
9:00 AM to 11:00 AM. The eight (8) participants
came from Negros Oriental State University
(NORSU) Main Campus in Dumaguete City, Negros
Oriental.

The film played is entitled “Little Women”. The
story revolves around the lives of four sisters
growing up during and after the Civil War.
With their father off fighting the war, the
girls create their own theatre company as
they write and perform skits for each other.
Follow the heartaches and laughs as each
daughter overcomes her flaws. The movie is
full of women uplifting women, heartbreak
and passions that seem too hard to fight for. It
also shows the effects social injustice has on
growing women.

The participants were instructed to focus on this
year’s sub-theme: “Agenda ng Kababaihan, Tungo
sa Kaunlaran”, and were given two (2) hours to
complete their essays. The criteria for judging
are as follows: Content (Relevance to the theme,
Comprehensiveness, Originality, Insights) – 50%;
Organization (Clarity of Thoughts, Creativity,
Unity and Consistency) – 30%; and Mechanics
(Punctuation,
Spelling,
Capitalization,
Grammar)– 30%. The Board of Judges who rated
the entries were SuSS Maria Felida O. Generoso,
SA Petronilo Y. Parcon, and Acct I Hannah Faye
U. Cuartel.
At the end, Ms. Arjean S. Ragay got the 1st place
garnering a total average rating of 85.00%,
followed by Ms. Rose D. Lacton with 82.00%, and
Ms. Jihea P. Salvadico with 80.00%. The winners
were awarded with tokens and certificates. The
awarding of winners was held on the afternoon
of 31 March 2022 as part of the culminating
activity for the Women’s Month celebration.
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The NegOr Stat
The official newsletter of PSA Negros

Eng. Ariel T. Fortuito

Oriental. It publishes every quarter. It

Adviser

contains information relative to the
results of surveys and censuses, civil

Maria Felida O. Generoso

registration activities and other vital

Editor-in-Chief

events in the office and the province.
The NegOr Stat aids the office in
disseminating results of various surveys

Marylyn F. Chiong
News Editor

and censuses, important events and
information to the general public.
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